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The Product of Training
by L. Ron Hubbard

I ho final product of any course is graduates 
who can apply the material they studied success* 
fully and he successful in the subject.

If one is educated in a subject he KNOWS that 
subject! He is able to accomplish the actions 
taught in that subject.

But the auditor is on a broader career than 
merely being a capable individual. A slightly 
trained auditor is superior to homo sapiens. He 
is doing something in the widest field there is, 
which is the inter-relationships of life. An auditor 
is handling things. It isn't that these other fields 
are degraded. It's that the field of inter-personal 
relationships amongst living beings is actually so 
elevated. It's so elevated that, up until recent 
times, it was regarded with such awe that nobody 
ever approached it. It was a total mystery. It 
was a terrible secret. Well, it doesn't have to be 
those things to succeed or to be such an elevated 
field. All it has to be is effective.
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A good auditor, skilled, doing his work well, 

accomplishing his mission, finds himself in the

peculiar position of being at the cause point over 
an awful lot of people. Things don't battle him 
anymore, lie is totally aware of the fact that he 
can somehow or other poise himself through 
almost anything. He has a wider, broader view of 
life and people than any person, regardless of 
state of case, who is not an auditor

A fully trained Scientologist is in a tar better 
position to understand than a partly trained one.
I or a Scientologist who really knows is able not 
only to retain confidence in himself and what he 
can do, but also can understand why others do 
what they do and, so knowing, does not become 
battled or dismayed by small defeats.

HANDLING LIFE 
As you begin your training, you will find your 

life becoming more orderly and your environ- 
ment easier to handle.

It is proven that a person who is technically 
trained in Scientology is much more able to

individual. How can people handle life it they 
have no expert knowledge of how to handle

life? A housewife who does not have professional 
level skill in Scientology could not expect to run 
a wholly successful family or keep order in her 
neighborhood and keep her family well. A 
factory foreman could not possibly handle his 
crews with full effectiveness without training in 
Scientology skills. The personal assistant to a 
corporation executive could not do a fully 
effective job without being a trained Scientolo
gist. A corporation president without a Scien
tology certificate will someday fail.

If you think that a trained Scientologist is 
someone who ONI V audits then you have a very 
limited view of Scientology. The trained Scien
tologist IS today's cause point in an embattled 
world. The factories, the marts of trade, the 
homes, the neighborhoods, these arc the places 
we want trained Scientologists applying Scien
tology technology.

lhc auditor is somebody who is three feet m
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makes things elTective in the least likely times 
and places.

HIGH GAINS, LOTS OF AUDITING 
Lota of good reasons exist for people to be 

trained and get their processing from fellow 
students. Students audit students for gain, not 
practice, and there are dozens of processes. In 
addition, study itself is HIGH gain.

There's a tremendous amount of understand
ing involved in auditing. There are millions of 
words written on the subject, there's theory 
and practice. There ate the drills and other things 
one has to know.

Naturally, anybody who wants to help his 
fellow man a hit more could become an auditor. 
One has to start somewhere. The thing to do is 
start. No machines can be set up to audit any
body. There's only one person that can audit 
any body and that's the auditor himself

Aim I I V ON V HIGHER TRACK 
How you accomplish an auditing session is 

based to some degree upon the state of the 
person accomplishing the session which is the 
auditor. And when the state of mind is that of an 
effective person who wishes to help, there's 
nothing that could stop that session Training as 
an auditor, the desire for it, eventually winds up 
in an ability to give a terrific session and to be 
very effective.

The moment a person starts training, he's 
already walking a track which is lughet than the 
track to Clear.

An auditor in to be respected. He is very 
important m Clearing tins planet and this universe 
and the only one who can give Man the truth 
that Man knows. It's a big job and only the 
auditor will do it. AH auditors ovotywhere ate 
appreciate* I

L Ron Hubbard, founder of Scientology, supervising students.



Find out What Limits 
Your Freedom and Ability
READ Dianetics, 
the Modern Science 
C? Mental
by L. Ron Hubbard

Y O U R  F IR S T  S T E P  
IN  A N Y  T R A IN IN G

This book contains the 
breakthrough toward truth 
that brings sense to  the 
handling of life. Reading 
this book will open up new 
horizons to  your freedom 
and ability to  operate as 
YOU have always wanted 
to.

Auditors from the lowest to  the highest levels 
of training study this valuable book to  increase 
their understanding of Man. YOU will get the 
data you need to  understand your mind and life 
better.

Each copy is $5, $4.50 with membership dis
count.

Buy half a dozen and give them  to your 
friends to  start them  on their way! $30 for six, 
tha t's  $27 w ith membership discount.

I t’s easy, convenient. Books delivered to  your 
door, postage paid.
ORDER TODAY FROM 
ASHO PUBLICATIONS 
Church of Scientology 
2723 West Temple Street 
Los Angeles, California 90026

All orders shipped within 24 hours o f receipt.

Health

OeFiNfciONS
AO LA: Advanced Organization Los Angeles, home o f Clearing 
and OT levels.
ASHO: The New American Saint Hill Organization.
AUDITING: The application (by a trained Auditor, a Scientology 
Minister) of Dianetics pastoral counseling or Scientology procedures 
to someone for that person's remarkable betterment.
AUDITOR: A Scientology Minister, a pastoral counselor who listens 
carefully to what people have to say. An auditor is a person trained 
and qualified in applying Scientology processes to others for their 
betterment.
CLASS: A gradient classification system for auditor levels. Classes 
so far released are numbered from 0 to IX.
CLEAR: A person who can be at cause knowingly and at will over 
mental matter, energy, space and time as regards the  First Dynamic 
(survival for self)- The state of Clear is above the Grades of Release 
0-VI (all of which are prerequisite to Clearing) and is attained by 
completion of the Clearing Course at an Advanced Organization. 
DIANETICS: means through thought or mind. Pastoral counseling. 
E-METER: The Hubbard Electrometer is a religious artifact used as a 
spiritual guide in the Church Confessional process, and is not intended, 
effective or ever to be used for attempted diagnosis, treatment or 
prevention of disease. The E-Meter measures the mental, state of a 
person and the change in that mental state as a result of Dianetic or 
Scientology processing.
GRADE: An award made to a preclear in the form of a certificate for 
having attained one of the eight states of Release or the state of Clear 
HAT: Hat is slang for the title and work of a job in a Scientology 
Organization; taken from the fact that in many professions, such as 
railroading the type of hat worn is the badge of the job. The Student 
Hat is a course which covers the “hat" of a student.
HDC: Hubbard Dianetic Counsellor.
METHOD ONE WORD CLEARING: An auditing process by which 
a person's misunderstood words are cleared up. There are three other 
methods of word clearing.
O.T.: (Operating Thetan): A Clear who has been familiarized with 
his environment to a point of total cause over matter, energy 
space, time and thought, and who is not in a body.
PAN DETERMINISM: Broad Determinism: The action of
determining not only one’s own actions, but the actions of others as 
well, especially to determine the activities of two or more sides of a 
game simultaneously. (To become Pan Determined it is necessary to 
view a dispute, struggle or game from both sides.)
PRIMARY RUNDOWN: The first or primary rundown which any 
student must complete prior to beginning .major courses in 
Scientology today. It consists of case repair, Method One Word 
Clearing, and the Student Hat Course. It results in a student 
who knows how to study and will apply what he learns. 
PROCESSING :The action, governed by the technical disciplines and 
codes of Scientology, of administering to a preclear a process, which 
is a set of questions asked by an auditor to help a person find out 
things about himself or life.
REACTIVE MIND (or REACTIVE BANK): That portion of a 
person s mind which works on a stimulus-response basis, (given a 
certain stimulus, it gives a certain response) which is not under his 
volitional control and which exerts force and the power of command 
over his awareness, purposes, thoughts, body and actions.
RELEASE: A person whose Reactive Mind is not influencing him. 
There are Grades of Release, each of which is a distinct and 
definite step toward greater levels of awareness and ability.
SCIENTOLOGY: An applied religious philosophy, dealing with the 

knowledge, which, through the application of its techno
logy, can bring about desirable changes in the conditions of life.

HILL: After Saint Hill in England, a Scientology Church 
which delivers Power Processing and training above Class IV.
SHSBC: Saint Hill Special Briefing Course, given at a Saint Hill. 
SOLO AUDIT: Where one is both the auditor and preclear.
SUPER-LITERATE: One who has the ability to comfortably and 
quickly take data from a page and be able at once to annlv it 
Attained by doing the Primary Rundown. *
THETAN: The person himself- not his body or name, the physical 
universe, his mind, or anything else; that which is aware of beini 
aware; the identity that IS the individual. (From Theta (©), the 
Greek symbol for “thought” or perhaps “spirit".) 1 ■
WORD CLEARING: A precise activity which locates and then 
c^rines misunderstood and not understood words or symbols in the 
materials one is presently studying or has studied in the past

All mail addressed to me shall be received by me. 
I am always willing to help.

THE SUREST ROAD
TO CLEAR AND ABOVE 

IS THROUGH TRAINING
R E A L L Y  K N O W IN G  T H E  C O N D I T I O N S  O F  L IF E  A N D  H O W  T O  R E S O L V E  T H E M  IS  T H E  
O N L Y  L A S T IN G  W A Y  T O  H A P P IN E S S .

T R A I N IN G  IN  S C IE N T O L O G Y  IS  T H E  W A Y  T O  L E A R N  T O  O P E R A T E  A S  Y O U R S E L F ,
A  S P I R IT U A L  B E IN G , IN  Y O U R  E N V IR O N M E N T .

WHAT IS THE ROAD?
L. Ron Hubbard has discovered that you CAN be happier, 

freer, more able to control things in your environment. To make 
it easy for others to discover these things for themselves, Ron 
developed a succession of steps which lead to this new freedom. 
The upper end of the road is called O.T. — Operating Thetan. 
(See First column this page for definitions.) In order to operate, 
one must know the way the environment is built, and how 
others think and behave in it. Scientology basics explain these

road to O.T. has two sides — one is the training side, 
where one learns the data and how to apply it. Training puts one 
above reacting to difficulties in that area because it is now under
stood. The other side is the processing side. Processing, spiritual 
counseling or auditing, releases the person from individual areas 
of difficulties and strain, brightens awareness, and restores abili
ties.

By moving up both sides of this chart, you move closer and 
closer to O.T.
WHERE THE ROAD STARTS.

It starts with books by L. Ron Hubbard, that describe the 
basics of Scientology fo r  use in life. Next are basic courses in 
communication given at hundreds of groups, missions and Scien
tology Churches.
NEW GAINS ON HQS COURSE.

The new Hubbard Qualified Scientologist Course gives much 
more gain than ever before. On this course, students learn to run 
very simple processes and co-audit with them while on the 
course. These processes are mostly objective processes, which 
bring more attention to present time.
DIANETICS.

Dianetics, pastoral counseling, is taught in the Hubbard Stan
dard Dianetics Course. The first major auditing training course, 
this course produces a graduate who can bring greater well-being 
and happiness to people.

THE SURE PATH THROUGH ACADEMY WITH FREE 
PRIMARY RUNDOWN.

The Primary Rundown consists of Method One Word Clear
ing which clears up words misunderstood on study of past 
subjects, and enables the person to study in the present, 
comfortably, without strain from earlier times. Then the student 
does the Student Hat Course, looking up each word from 
specially prepared word lists and then listening to the lecture 
tape or bulletin containing those words. Through these two 
steps, the student becomes SUPER-LITERATE, more than just 
literate — able to see concepts from the words, and able to put 
what is read into action. He achieves full grasp of how to study 
with maximum benefit. This is all given free with the Academy

Class V I H erb R ezzard in i p ractices tra in in g  d r i lls  w ith  Class IV  
John W alters. T h is  d r i l l  accustom s th e  a u d ito r to  adm in is te ring  
good, c o n fid e n t c o n tro l to  peop le  and th ings  in  th e  env ironm en t. 
Such d r ills  are f ir s t  in tro d u ce d  in  th e  m os t e lem en ta ry  courses, 
b u ild in g  up  to  greater c e rta in ty  and a b il i ty .

Training Produces Ability
Start Your Academy 

Training Now
The Academy of Scientology trains an auditor to the level of 

Class IV, providing the tools to help others take great strides 
toward becoming more themselves.

Each course. Level 0  through Level IV, consists of theory 
and practical for that level. When ready at the end of each level, 
you apply what you’ve learned and audit right away to obtain 
classification.

Each level takes up a different area of human troubles — 
communication, problems, worries, upsets, and fixed conditions. 
As you study these areas, you become able to be at cause over 
®lcm* ]eam to release another from them, and become fully 
released and free on those subjects yourself when audited by 
another student

t h e r e  h a s  n e v e r  b e e n  a  b e t t e r  t im e  t o
START LEARNING HOW TO LIVE AS YOU HAVE 
ALWAYS WANTED TO AND HELP OTHERS AS 
WELL. IT ALL BEGINS IN THE ACADEMY.

(you save $2S0).*eV*1’ $2S0‘ As I  PackaEe> 11 SI * 10° °
The Primary Rundown is done before starting Level 

0—that s Method One Word Clearing auditing and the 
new St.udent Hat. This is all FREE with the Academy 
levels. As a result you become able to study easily and 
understand and use what you learn.

Academies are found in local Churches of Scientology. See 
the list on the back page. See your local Registrar today.

Package of Levels O-IV.
The Academy is the cheapest, surest way to get full expanded 

grades done while learning to help others. These grades are a 
series of processes which bring a person to a new awareness and 
ability to handle communication, problems, worries, upsets and 
fixed conditions. As an auditor, you not only receive these from 
fellow students at no extra cost, you also learn the theory be
hind each one. This greatly enhances the results from your own 
auditing as you know exactly what you are looking for.
THE COURSE THAT PRODUCES FULL AUDITOR 
CERTAINTY AND ABILITY TO HANDLE LIFE

THE SAINT HILL SPECIAL BRIEFING COURSE.
The Primary Rundown can be done at this point free with 

the SHSBC if not already done.
Here, on Level V, you study the materials LRH researched 

from 1948 through 1966, the end of the Saint Hill Special Brief
ing Course given personally by Ron in England at Saint Hill.

On Level VI, extensive drills and study of recent rundowns a 
Class VI auditor will need enable the auditor to have great confi
dence in his ability to  use what he has learned.

Each student audits at least 3 Method One Word Gearing 
completions before he graduates.

The Saint Hill Special Briefing Course is the broadest 
coverage of all Scientology courses of the data one needs to be 
fully free and handle life. The product is a free, capable Thetan 
who can audit others with professional certainty.
THE ULTIMATE PACKAGE.

The Class VII, VIII, IX Course package makes up the upper 
end of the training road. At each higher level, more data, more 
certainty, more insight, and more ability is regained. These 
courses move one into the highest bands of handling life and 
auditing sessions, and are a must for anyone upon completion of 
Class VL
HOW DOES THIS ROAD LEAD TO O.T.?

Along the road, the students get free co-auditing from his 
fellow auditors, and thus gets the auditing he needs to free him
self from unwanted problems and barriers. And when he is ready 
for solo auditing (where one audits oneself. Grade VI and above) 
he has a very excellent auditor.

Beyond that, the way toward understanding how to be at 
cause and operate is to understand the rules under which this 
universe exists. This is learned in training. The better it is known, 
the better one can operate.

A trained auditor is very close to O.T. before he even does 
the Clearing Courses — because every day he acts as cause over 
matter, energy, space, time and thought

YOU CAN DO IT TOO! Many outers have traveled this road. 
See your local registrar for your next step.

H erb c o n fid e n tly  uses th e  a b ilit ie s  gained fro m  tra in in g  d rills  
w hen g iv ing  an in q u ir in g  passerby d ire c tio n s .

NEW AMERICAN SAINT HILL FOUNDATION
ALL Saint Hill services, as advertised in The Auditor, are 

available nights and/or weekends for the working Scientologist, 
at ASHO Foundation. It's the same building, the same excellent 
service and results that are available weekdays—but hours convenient 
for working Scientologists.

For more information on these and other ASHO Foundation 
courses and processing, write to the Letter Registrar. ASHO 
FOUNDATION, Church of Scientology, 2723 West Temple Street, 
Los Angeles, California 90026.

Get your Free 6 month 
Scientology Membership 

6 receive special discounts
The HASI, Hubbard Association of Scientolo

gists International, is the religious fellowship of 
Scientology, the group of people getting trained 
and working for a better, freer world through 
Scientology.

As a member, you get a 10% discount price on 
books, 20% discount on all tapes and E-Meters 
(sold to ministers and ministerial students in 
Scientology) and free magazines to keep you in
formed of Scientology’s expansion.

Special offer to newcomers—first 6 months 
free. If your membership has expired, renew it 
today.

Auditors need a current HASI membership to 
keep their certificates in force.

Write the membership officer at your nearest 
Church of Scientology (see list on back page).
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PRODUCTS OF T R A IN IN G
the Saint Hill Special Briefing Course

BUILDING A  
HAPPY FUTURE

When Masako Takahashi, a filmmaker, first took the 
Hubbard Apprentice Scientologist Course (a beginning 
course in communication) in New York, things began to 
change. “My work improved, my condition in life 
improved,” she explains. “When I say improved—I mean 
I immediately got a raise in pay, and constantly had 
work, which meant a lot to me as 1 was freelancing as an 
artist.”

Why did she choose the training route?
“I signed up for the training route because it was 

cheaper. But once I started I saw how much better it 
was, all financial matters aside. 1 want to make sure it 
gets across that whatever gains that you look forward to 
in auditing, there’s that much more in training. And I’m 
not talking about just becoming an auditor, I’m talking 
about personal gains. Even if a person has no desire to 
become an auditor, if you want personal gains, you 
shouldn’t miss out on what’s available through training.”

After the Academy levels, she goes on, “I knew 1 
needed to have more data.” And so she came to Los 
Angeles for the Saint Hill Special Briefing Course. “I’ve 
traveled around the world and done many things, but 
the Briefing Course is the best thing I’ve ever done, 
without any comparison whatever.”

“If you do the training route, by the time you do the 
higher level materials, they’re simple and obvious and 
easy. You’ve got a Class VI Auditor auditing you, 
instead of an auditor who has never audited before. And 
there is a difference! I have no doubts about my auditing 
and handling of a preclear. And that’s nice for me to 
know as my pc on solo audit levels. That sounds funny, 
but it’s true.

“It’s the knowingness that makes the difference. 
There’s no way to be complex about it.

“If you want to walk to the door, you learn to walk 
to the door. If you don’t learn how you won’t be able to 
do it. And if you then don’t walk over to thedoor-you 
won’t ever get there. You then have to DO it.

“Training gives you the tools you need. And you’re 
not a ‘Scientologist’ unless you apply Scientology—by 
definition [A Scientologist is one who knows he has 
found the way to a better life through Scientology and
w Y v o ,  t V v i o u g ^  S c i e n l u V u  g y  b o o k s ,  t a p e s ,  t r a i n i n g  a n d

processing is actively attaining it. See the Scientology 
dictionary.! A Scientologist is one who actively applies.

“ A person who’s been audited can achieve happiness. 
A person who is audited AND trained can build a happy 
future.”

Masako, currently working on Clear and then O.T. 
levels, next intends to do the new Expanded Dianetics 
Course and Class VII, VIII, and IX.

Masako Takahashi, now a Class VI Auditor, edited the film called 
“ Freedom*’.

PURE THETA GOLD
Mark Hager, now a Class VI and auditing in Seattle, 

has this to say about the Saint Hill Special Briefing 
Course.

“Well, there it is: The Saint Hill Special Briefing
Course. When I came to ASHO I couldn’t tell a meter 
from a preclear. Now I can distinguish the finer parts of 
the mind, and more I can create effects on a being that 
bring him to a much higher state of awareness and 
ability than he has heretofore experienced. That is the 
greatest ability one could have and is easily attained 
right here.

The SHSBC is THE place where one can expand his 
activities BROADLY over the dynamics. Where there is 
no limitation to that expansion—solely from a training 
viewpoint. Therq* is more data on this course than the 
entire rest o f human ‘civilization’ has to offer. There are 
more answers here than one could stumble across in a 
billion years of concentrated search.

All this is available to anyone who is aware enough of 
being aware to reach THAT FAR. The material of the 
SHSBC is pure theta gold. It fulfills any yearning. It 
distracts a the tan from any other sphere o f more 
‘human’ attractions by its truth. _______

In  retroapect. bayond any ccMnaiclara.tnn __-1, .

viewpoint may contain, there is no justification for any 
other direction for anyone on this planet? The Briefing
Course IS the step for any being who can envision a
future.

Yes, I was born elsewhere. But I grew up at ASHO. I 
respect each and every individual who is helping to keep 
ASHO what it is.”

MARK HAGER, CLASS VI AUDITOR

PLAYING A  
BETTER GAM E

“I’ve completed level V—and it has been the most 
rewarding experience of my life. I’m so thrilled to have 
the data and knowledge discovered by Ron as my 
own—a very significant step towards pan determinism 
and playing a better game in all walks of life.

DANA SMITH

EXPANSION OF 
FREEDOM

“What it really does is enormously enhance your 
ability to observe what you see around you in life and 
give you total certainty that you can handle it. It’s an 
expansion of course on freedom to be able to deliver it 
to others. It certainly is 50% of the gains o f Scientology, 
just as Ron says.

I am very glad to have the awareness balanced with 
understanding. [Adrienne went Clear before doing the 
Saint Hill Special Briefing Course.) It’s a giant step from 
the ability to recognize something for another being.

The wins in understanding life, the immeasurable 
value of the data, the certainty of real ability to handle 
confusion and help others, the tremendous enhancement 
of personal relationships and expansion of the ability to 
communicate . .  I’m exhilarated now to be confident 
and skilled as an auditor and look forward to the 
privilege of a long career of freeing others and setting 
them firmly on the route to understanding.”

Adrienne is on her way to Vancouver, where she will 
be auditing. She plans to return for the Class VII Course 
soon.

Adrienne Sundaram finds out with delight that she has many 
preclears awaiting her arrival as a Class VI.

READ DIANETICS?

THIS IS YOUR 
NEXT BOOK.

L earn 
the 
Truth 
about 
Handling People

Get Science o [ Survival
by L. Ron* Hubbard

This book is an excellent second step after reading 
“Dianetics, The Modern Science of Mental Health.” Here 
is a complete rundown on the Tone Scale, the dramatic 
measuring stick for human behaviour. By reading and 
applying the data in this book, you can learn to easily 
predict people’s actions and know how to handle them 
from a causative viewpoint.

This book is invaluable to anyone who is interested 
in what other people are up to. After you read this 
book, you will know.

Price: S7.00 per copy, $6.30 with membership
discount. It’s convenient to order—just write:

ASHO PUBLICATIONS 
Church of Scientology 
2723 West Temple Street 
Los Angeles, California 90026

Post paid, all orders shipped within 24 hours.

Take the Saint H ill Special Briefing Course

The Surest Road to 
Freedom & Ability of an OX

A Class VI knows the materials of Scientology so well 
that he has judgment on the subject, can use it in all 
cases, and has a total certainty that he can.

The Saint Hill Special Briefing Course is Ron’s course 
to develop the depth of understanding as an auditor and 
eventually as an O.T. that only a course of this 
magnitude and completeness can give.

On Level V you study the books, bulletins and 
lecture tapes Ron issued from 1950 on and original Saint 
Hill lectures given from 1961 to 1966.

On Level VI, through additional study and drills, you 
gain familiarity with basic auditing techniques and 
processes and the latest Class VI skills which will enable 
you to be a totally competent auditor for others and 
yourself as you go toward Clear and O.T.

Tape recorded sessions and live closed circuit TV 
demonstration give Saint Hillers unique auditing 
presence, certainty and skill.

YOU WILL LEARN TO HANDLE LIFE 
AND PEOPLE BETTER THAN YOU EVER 
IMAGINED.

SPECIAL OFFER—Free Primary Rundown
The Student Hat is free with full payment o f the Saint Hill 

Special Briefing Course tuition. Students co-audit on Method 
One Word Clearing. This constitutes the primary rundown which 
is the first step before any major Scientology course.

COURSE PREREQUISITES: HDC, Class IV Auditor, or 
HDC and Clear. Primary Rundown is also prerequisite to starting 
Level V.

TUITION: $775. 50% discount on Power Processing.
SHSBC-Power Package, $1,375.

WRITE: The Letter Registrar
New American Saint Hill 
Church of Scientology 
2723 West Temple Street 
Los Angeles, California 90026

You will receive an attractive registration packet explaining 
the 5% advance discount plan and full details on Los Angeles.

Fees promptly refunded to  any dissatisfied student or 
pre-clear. In order to  practice Scientology spiritual counseling 
(auditing) one must be a minister o f the Church o f Scientology.

RECENT SAINT HILL SPECIAL BRIEFING COURSE GRADUATES
CLASS V:
Larry Stratton, Herb Rezzardini, Harvie Crowie, Van Crawford, 
Daly Dana, Walter Shapiro, Jerome Bloom, Helen Bullock, Keith 
Karas, Dana Smith, Bob Hernandez, Rod Nelbert, Adrienne 
Sundaram, Larry Brancato, Debbie Hill, Georgia Tuttle, Kathy 
Reed, Art Bacon.

CLASS VI:
Virginia Budlong, Jerome Bloom, Mark Hager, Barbara Gomes, 
Robert Ackerman, Masako Takahashi, Van Crawford, Jo Nelbert, 
James Dillard, Adrienne Sundaram, Art Bacon, Lowell Gomes, 
Larry Stratton.

RECENT CLASS VII INTERNSHIP GRADUATES
Dennis Brennan, Carl Sandin.
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Regain certainty on your ability to 
handle power W ITH POWER 

PROCESSING sign up today!
You can wake up to a brighter life. able to confron t 

action and handle power with fantastic Power Processing.
Power Processing is a giant stride to Clear and beyond. It 

is a high level o f spiritual counseling given by a highly trained 
Class VII Auditor at the New American Saint Hill.

Students on the Saint Hill Special Briefing Course get a 
50%  discount.

The effortlessly sm ooth auditing o f  Class VIIs requires no 
training on your part.
Prerequisite: Full Grade IV Release (available at your local Church of
Scientology). .. A . . . .  C1 1/lm
Donation: $ 1,200 (5% advance payment discount makes this 51,140).

Write the Letter Registrar
New American Saint Hill
Church of Scientology
2723 West Temple Street
Los Angeles, California 90026 (213)386-7100

The Letter Registrar will help you get there for your Power FAST. Write today 
and ask to sign up for Power Processing.
Fees promptly refunded to any dissatisfied preclear.

find out about the products
of training
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Church Confessional Aids 
(e-meters) 

are available now
The Hubbard Electrometer (E-Meter) is a religious artifact 

used as a spiritual guide in the Church Confessional.
It is an aid to the Auditor (minister, student, pastoral 

counsellor) in two-way communication, locating areas of 
spiritual travail and indicating spiritual well being in an 
area.

It has long been Church policy that only ordained 
ministers, theological students preparing for ordination, 
or those seeking the highest levels of spiritual awareness 
above Grade VA may use or have possession of the Con
fessional aid.

So . . . if you are:
A minister of the Church 
A ministerial student 
An advanced theological student 

GET YOUR E-METER TODAY.
Price: $200, including internal tone arm counter, $160 
with HASI membership discount.

Send check/money order with verification that you are 
entitled to own and use the Church confessional aid.
ORDER DIRECT FROM

ASHO PUBLICATIONS 
Chufch of Scientology 
2723 West Temple Street 
Los Angeles, California 90026

Any non-verified requests will be returned with the check 
or money order.

Vital Statistics
MARRIAGES
At Las Vegas, Nevada _
CATHY WHITLOCK and WELDEN CRANE 
were married on August 6, 1972.
At Redondo Beach, California 
LYNNE WELLER and DAVE TURK were 
married on July 22, 1972 by the Rev. Nola 
Simmons.
At Washington, D.C.
LEE TRYON and NANCY PEARSON were 
married on August 12, 1972 by the Rev. 
Gordon Bennett Bell III.
BIRTHS
At Carson City, Nevada
To KEN and ANNETTE LONON, a son, 
JASON AXIOM, born July 6,1972.
CHRISTENING
At S t Louis, Missouri
ADAM ELKIN DUNN, son of BRIAN and 
WENDY DUNN, on July 2, 1972.
DEATH
At Albuquerque, New Mexico 
KURT DOUGLAS JONANO EASTIN, son of 
Mr. and Mrs. RICHARD EASTIN.

be free o f your reactive mind

GO CLEAR
Clear: Bright, free from cloudiness or muddi
ness, able to perceive distinctly. A Scientology 
Clear is a person who can be at cause knowingly 
and at will over mental matter, energy, space 
and time as regards survival for himself.

The road to Gear is plainly marked and easy to 
follow. After Power Processing, you do Grade VI and 
then CLEAR at the Advanced Organization in Los 
Angeles. You can attain this priceless state with great 
ease as a trained auditor. Prior training, however, is 
not required as The Solo Course, or Grade VI course, 
teaches basic auditing in a condensed form. (You audit 
yourself at this high level.)

PRE REQUISITES: Grade VI Release (available at 
the Advanced Organization).

DONATION: $800. $760 if paid well in ad
vance.

Write the Letter Registrar, Advanced Organization, 
916 South Westlake, Los Angeles, California 90006 to 
receive your sign up forms and any further informa
tion about the states of Grade VI Release, Clear and 
above.

The Study tapes give all the data about what education is and how it is 
done. This series of 8 lectures on the subject of study clears away 
confusions and contains all the data you need to greatly improve your 
ability to become trained in any subject. i ^

fu tu res per "reel, each about 90 minutes Ions).

GET THE
____________ ___

HUBBARD'S O R D E R  T O D A Y  D I R E C T  F R O M

STUDY TAPES
ASHO PUBLICATIONS 
Church of Scientology 
2723 West Temple Street 
Los Angeles, California 90026

Postage paid. Orders shipped within 24 hours of receipt.

Now there are 
3 3 6 8  Clears

Gear 3223 Elfriede Bartsch, Zurich
Gear 3225 Paul Mann, Miami
Gear 3226 Pia Astrupgaard, Denmark
Gear 3227 Bridget Alexandra Ash, Wilshire, Calif.
Gear 3232 David James, Saint Hfll
d e a r  3233 Wear net HeinxeL, Copenhagen
d ea r  3 2 3 4  Alice Wulff, Copenhagen
Gear 3235 Solvdg Liljestrom, Goteborg 
Gear 3361 Jenny Chirk, Vancouver 
Gear 3362 Susan Sullivan, Detroit 
Gear 3363 Bruce Clark, Vancouver 
Gear 3364 Pat Marrone, Los Angeles 
Gear 3365 Lois Fish, North Hollywood 
Gear 3366 Richard M. Douglass, San Francisco 
Gear 3367 Joan Sharon Seifer, Davis, Calif.
Gear 3368 Don Hill, Jr., Omaha, Nebraska

Correction! Gear 3344 printed last issue as Lyd 
Pauly should be Gear 3344 Lyd Pauley.

ENGLAND
Hubbard College of Scien
tology, Saint Hill Manor, East 
Grinstead, Sussex, England 
Cable: Sientology East Grin- 
stead, England. Telex: 9S262
Church of Scien. of Brighton, 
IS Preston Street, Brighton, 
Sussex, England 
LONDON
68 Tottenham Court Rd., 
London, W.l Cable: Scien
tology London. Telex: 2S383 
PLYMOUTH 
Scientology Plymouth 
39 Portland Square 
Shervell, Plymouth, Devon 
SOUTH WALES 
SWANSEA
20 Henrietta St., Gamorgan
SCOTLAND
EDINBURGH
HA.P.I.
Fleet House 
20 Southbridge 
Edinburgh, Scotland
DENMARK 
COPENHAGEN 
Church of Scien. DK. 
Hovedvagtsgade 6, 1103 
Copenhagen K.
Church of Scien. DK. 
Henningses Alle 68,2900 
Hellerup, Cable: Freetheta 
Copenhagen
Church of Scien. Advanced 
Organization and Saint Hill 
6 Jembanegade 
1608 Copenhagen V 
Denmark (Phone l l l l  69)
SWEDEN 
ESKILSTUNA 
Eskilsgatan 1,633 56 
Eskilstuna 
OREBRO
Kopmanga tan 2 2 A,
S-70210 Orebro 

_Cable: Sientology Orebro

)U 1 E TO CLEAR BEGINS HERE 
CHURCHES OF SCTENTOT OdV

STOCKHOLM 
Sturegatan SO, S -l 14-36 
Stockho lm
GOTEBORG 
3 :e Langgatan 136 
S-4 1 3 0 3 , Goteborg
CANADA
TORONTO
Church of Scientology of 
Toronto, 124 Ave. Road 
Toronto, 180 Ontario, Canada 
Cable: Sient Tor.
Telex: 062-2S80
VANCOUVER 
Church of Scientology of 
Vancouver, 4857 Main St. 
Vancouver 10, British Columbia 
Canada
GERMANY 
Scientology Organization 
Munchen, 8000 Munich 90 
Harlaching, Uber der Klause 4a 
Telex: (0811) 644969 Munich
FRANCE
58 rue de Londres, 75 Paris 8 
Cable: Sientology Paris 
Telex: 25503
UNITED STATES
The Founding Church off  a I 12/ — z  a _

Church of Scientology, Celebrity 
Centre, 1809 W. 8th St., Los 
Angeles, Calif. 90057
SAN FRANCISCO 
Church of Scientology of Cal. 
414 Mason St., San Francisco, 
Calif. 94102. Cable: Scien. SFO 
Telex: 340-667
BOSTON
Church of Scientology of Mass. 
714 Beacon St., Boston, Mass. 
02215. Cable: Scien BSN 
Telex: 94-0297
DETROIT
Church of Scientology of Mich.
19452 Livernois
Detroit, Michigan 48221
Cable: Sien DET
Telex: 235-768
AUSTIN
Church of Scientology of Texas 
5000 Burnet Road. Austin, Texas 
Cable: Scien Texas A us
SEATTLE
Church of Scientology of 
Washington. 910 Elliott Ave. W„ 
Seattle, Washington 98119 
Cable: Scien SEA 
Telex: 329-626 
LAS VEGAS

NEW YORK
Vhu£cll  ̂ S c ie n to lo g y  Of New York, 49 West 32nd St., New

Scientology of Washington, D.C VEGAS 
1812 19th St., N.W., Washington £ hurch of Scientology of 
D.C. 20009. Cable: Sientology Nevada» 2108 Industrial Road Washington, D.C. * Las Vens. Nevada s o i a i

LOS ANGELES 
Church of Scientology of Cal.
New American Saint Hill Org
anization, 2723 West Temple 

>0026St., Los Angelq*. Calif. 9 
Cable: Sien LSA
Church of Scientology of Cal. 
Continental Org, 2005 W. 9th 
St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90006 
Cable: Sien LSA 
Telex: 67-262
Church of Scientology 
Advanced Organization 
916 South Westlake 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90006

----- — —  * ■ vrw iu m im m ic i
Las Vegas,Nevada 89102 
Cable: Scien LSV.
Telex: 684-4459 
MIAMI
Church of Scientology of 
Florida, 98S S.W. First St., 
Miami, Florida 33140. Cable: 
Scien MIA
MINNEAPOLIS 
Church of Scientology of 
Minnesota, 3007 Nicollet Ave., 
Minneapolis, Minnesota SS408 
Cable: Sien MPS 
Telex: 29*370

York, New York 10001 
Cable: Sientology NRK 
Telex: 126-860
ST. LOUIS
Church of Scientology of 
Missouri, 4221 Lindell Blvd.
St. Louis, Mo. 63108, Telex 
64-7623, Cable: Scien STL 
BUFFALO
Church of Scientology of 
Buffalo, 960 Kenmore Ave. 
Buffalo, New York 14216 
Cable: Scien BUF. Telex: 
91-261
HAWAII
Church of Scientology of 
Hawaii, 143 Nenue St.. 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96821 
Telex: 634-252
LA JOLLA
Church of Scientology of 
La Jolla, 7440 Girard Ave.
La Jolla, Calif. 92037 
PORTLAND
Church of Scientology of 
Portland, 1607 N .E .4lst 
Portland. Oregon 97232 
Cable: Scien PTL 
Telex: 360-141
SOUTH AFRICA 
JOHANNESBURG 
Church of Scien. in SA . (Pty.) 
Ltd., 99 Pofly St., Joannes- 
burg. Cable: Sientology Johan
nesburg. Telex: Johannesburg 
43-7405
PORT ELIZABETH 
Church of Scientology in SA . 
(Pty.) Ltd., 119 Parliament St., 
Port Elizabeth. Cable: Sientology 
Port Elizabeth.

CAPETOWN
Church of Scientology in S.A. 
(Pty). Ltd., Garmor House,
127 Plein Street, Capetown 
Cable: Sientology Capetown 
DURBAN
Church of Scientology in S.A.

Ltd., College House, 57 
College Lane, Durban, Cable: 
Sientology Durban. Telex: 66706 
PRETORIA
224 Central House, Cnr.
Central A Pretori us Streets, 
Pretoria. Telex: Johannesburg 
43-740S. Cable: Sientology 
Johannesburg.
AUSTRALIA
ADELAIDE
Church of the New Faith. 2£30 
Restormae Ave., Fularton.
South Australia 5063 
Cable: Sientology Adelaide 
Telex:82486

PERTH
Churh of the New Faith 
37 Qeaver St., Perth, West 
Australia 6000, Cable: 
Sientology Perth. WA.
SYDNEY
Church of the New Faith, 69 
Old South Head Road, Bondi 
Junction, Sydney, N.S.W. 2022
NEW ZEALAND 
AUCKLAND 
Church of Scientology of 
Auckland. 16-18 View Rd.. Mt. 
Eden, Auckalnd 3, Auckland 
Cable: Sientology W.A.
RHODESIA 
BULAWAYO 
Church of Scientology 
49 Gray Street 
Bulawayo
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